On Rural Politics in Nineteenth-Century France: The Example of Rodes, 1789-1851
P E T E R M C P H E E

Vic,ror.irr Uni\.er-virj of' Wc~lliiz,qtoiz
The Roirre il(itiotz(l1~ 116 runs west from Perpignan, away from the Mediterranean and up the valley of the T2t River towards the heights of the Pyrenees. For about thirty kilornetres. the road follows the river through a district known as the Riberal, a densely populated area of substantial \.illages and ,!~orrt;qs surrounded by river flats which for centuries have nourished up to six crops of vegetables annually. Just past the peach-growing town of Ille-sur-Tet. the valley narrows to no more than a gorge, and the road has to diverge to skirt a rugged granite bluff and cross over a pass called the Col de Ternere. As the road swings back around the other side of the bluff to rejoin the river and begin its steep climb through the c.oilj7ent to the highlands. it passes a large cluster of ochre and white houses, with their characteristically southern orange-brown tiles. clinging to the lower part of the hill.
The village is named Rodes.' At its peak in the late 1830s. about 750 people were able to survive on its land: today its resident population is perhaps 350.' I t is one of the two hundred comrnunitiea of the Roussillon (or Northern Catalonia) ceded by Spain to France by the Treaty of the Pyrenees in 1659. Since the Revolution. with the addition of the communes of the Fenouilledes region to the north, these have comprised the department of the PyreneesOrientales.
The village and most of the commune's valuable land is situated in a clearly
This artlcle I S a revised and expanded version of a paper presented to the flrst George Rude Seminar on French flistory, at Melbourne Un~versity on 2 1 April 1978. I particularly wi\h to thank John Merriman. R h~s Issac. and Leuis Siepelbaunl for their constructive criticisms. and to acknowledge the hospitalit) of the administrators of Rodes. In Catalan. the village is known as Rodes. and in the nineteenth centur) it was variouslq spelled Rhodes. Rhodez. and Rodez.
A conbenient coilection of population statist~cs, from the eleventh centur) to 1968, is b> C1. Batlle and R. Ciual, '.'Fogatges' Catalans," R c l~i c .Voco.c~'' (Prades). no, 11 (1973) . For defined basin.' T o the north rears the stark, granite massif de Sournia, separated from the village by the deep gorge of the TEt. T o the east and west, the basin is bounded by two steep hills, one topped by the ruined chkeau which overlooks the village, the other by the chapel of Saint-Pierre. Away to the south, across the river flats and valley, soars Mt. Canigou, a 2,784 metre peak which dominates the landscape.
From the material seized in the house. and other evidence we have, it seems that the charges were accurate. Police found a number of political songs dating back to at least 1846. documents from the months of political liberty in 1848-49, and a well-thumbed copy of Pierre Joigneaux's ~lenzocrc7te-.socioli.sre paper la Ferrille tllr perrple, dated 20 December 1849; this is why those arrested stated without prompting that the group's first meeting had occurred only on 25 December and that they never read newspapers. A careful analysis of the weekly membership and subscription lists of those who had paid for candle\ and brought along wine and cards furnishes the names of forty Rodesiens (excepting two of those arrested who were from neighbouring communes).
This act of political repression has, because of the material seized by the police. spotlighted an episode in the history of this community. There are a number of ways in which we might seek to understand and locate the fra, oment of life in Rodes thus illuminated. O n one level, the incident may be treated as an example of the nationwide political struggle in the years of the Second Republic (1848-51). In these years, large sections of the urban and rural masses, particularly in central and southern France, made a commitment to the elements of social and political justice they saw promised in a future triumph of lit Repilhliqlte ~lkmoc~rtrtiyrre This surge of the Left was pt s o~i c r l e .~ energetically, often violently, contested by local men of "Order" -whether legitimist or Bonapartist -and by the Parisian administration.' On a second level, the episode may be treated as a pivotal time in the gradual, checkered process by which the majority of the population of Rodes turned from an acceptance of elite-dominated legitimism in the first half of the century to support for radical republicanism by the mid-1870s and for communist parties since World War 11.
However, this attempt by some Rodesiens in 1850 to sidestep restrictions on political life can also be approached in a third way. It affords us a chance to pose and investigate three fundamental and disconcertingly simple questions about nineteenth-century France: What was the nature of rural politics? How did politicization occur? Why did the conflicting groups develop as they did? court case was Franqois Saleta. who had been involved in an acrimonious political and personal struggle since 1830 with Edouard Bonet. a republican activist in Prades. See R . Lapassat, ed.. "Les memoires du cltoyen Edouard Bonet." C 'or,flcrit, no. 10 (1962) . 168-74. Among the best regional \tudies of this period are M. Agulhon Rei,oiritiotlcir? Friirlr,e 1848 -1851 (New Haven. 1978 Price. ed. (London. 1975) .
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These questions -on the what. how. and why of rural politics -have of course been addressed by historians, though the attraction which Paris has held for students of popular politics has. until recently, skewed attention away from small communities like Rodes, where most of the people lived.I0
There are few more tenacious assumptions about the nature of rural politics in nineteenth-century France than that they never emerged from the extreme parochialism described as It7 poliriqlte d l r clncher. Clochet~zerle. Gabriel Chevallier's delightful and scurrilous portrayal of village politics before the Great War, reflects a phase of the Third Republic when some of the basic hopes of 1870 had long been met. By then, rural politics in many places may well have degenerated into a variant of patron-client relationships where national politics were often seen as irrelevant to the needs of the local population." Even under the Second Republic. however, the view from Paris of politics in small communities had often been one of trivial, parochial squabbles to which national concerns were irrelevant or tangential or, at the other extreme. of small-scale reflections of debates in the nation's capital."
Fortunately, in the case of Rodes we have access to a sufficiently varied body of material to enable us to reconstruct a reasonably clear summary of the conflicting world-views which were present there and which claimed to interpret the past and hold promise for the future. Even so, there are methodological problems. It is likely that as few as 10 percent of males, and few if any females at all, were literate:I3 this raises the problem of using written records as a medium for understanding the attitudes of the illiterate. However, in the songs seized by the police we do have a source which may reflect accurately those attitudes. There is still, of course. a danger in assuming that selected oral or written statements express accurately the attitudes of all those in a group. Nevertheless. the material we have bearing on those ideo!ogies at work in Rodes is sufficiently varied to suggest that an adequate description may be attempted.
At the trial in 1850, Julien Dejoan fils, the secretary of the society, remarked that Rodes was divided into two camps: indeed, the central element of political life there at midcentury was the polarization of the community into "' Two recent syntheses of rural politics in the nineteenth century are the chapters by .M.
Agulhon in Hisrorie de la Frarrce rurclle. G. Duby and H. Wallon, eds (Paris. 1976 ). vol. 3: and T Zeldin. Fran(,e 1848 -1945 (Oxford. 1973 . They may be contrasted with the recent thesis by E. Weber, Peci.rt~nt.r olto Frerlchrnerl Tile Moderrli; atiori of Rurcii Frclnce 1870 -1914 (Stanford. 1976 legitimists and republicans. What were the attitudes and size of the two groups? Royalism in Rodes took the form of legitimism. or support for Henri V and a restored Bourbon rule. which was common in southern France. T w o public declarations by legitimists in Rodes furnish an opportunity to consider their numerical strength and ideology. In November 1849, a subscription was organized for a commemorative medal for the royalist publicist Genoude. "the father of universal suffrage and the martyr of the people's liberty ": ninety-four made donations. The following April, ninety-seven sent a petition to Larochejacquelein supporting his call for a national referendum on "Republic or Monarchy. "I4 All told, 126 different names appear on the two lists. which furnish a most important guide to political feelings at a time -the three months before and after the raid at Tixeire's -when they may have been acute. The willingness of a clear majority of adult males (there were about 190 adult males in 1850) to call themselves legitimists. encouraged one local paper to describe the commune as Yytrll.crt~isee ci'lrrz .si jltrgrrit~t Iegitinzisme. ''I5
The two lists also give us some fragments of personal political statements. Scattered through the list of those who subscribed to Genoude's medal are comments which reveal how the royalism of Rodes drew on a bitter-sweet nostalgia for its ideological style and on present interest for its substance. Several men noted that they were " f i l s cl'rrri htnigrP. " Etienne Domenech (who seems to have helped the parish priest organize the subscription) adding that he had been a lieutenant in the National Guard under Louis XVIII.
Another noted that he was "a friend of Order and of the Droit ntrtioncil. " The meaning placed on these words is the key to the royalist ideology: a fervent faith that the mass of the "honn&e.\ gens " of France would choose to restore Henri V if given the opportunity, and that in this way would the spectre of revolution, with its threat to order and property presented by "conspirators and anarchists," be banished forever.
The simple appeal of such a view of the world to many Rodesiens cloaked ambiguities within it. There is no clear sign of how they saw the relationship between universal suffrage and monarchy, except in the vague slogan of "national sovereignty. " As a corollary, the evidence from municipal elections suggests that, at least for the power-holding elite, concern for security of property and credit ranked higher in priority than commitment to universal suffrage. There is no trace of protest from the legitimist municipal council l4 The two documents were reproduced in Croile du Raictsillort. a legitimist paper published in Perpignan, on 2 I November 1849 and 17 April 1850. " Frrn(11 Hirrori(.cr/ Srirdir~V (19681: 454-59. following the 31 May 1850 electoral law which disfranchised nearly half of the adult males of the illa age.'^ In the plebiscites of 185 1 and 1852, approving the coup of Louis Napoleon and the reestablishment of Empire, the elite insisted that their followers should go to the polls and vote in the affirmative." Further evidence of the primacy they placed on controlling local govemment may be seen in the way in which, in 1848, they were in fact prepared to claim loyalty to the new republic. In July, twelve of them (including Glory, Domenech, and another leading legitimist, Joseph Comet) closed a letter to the prefect with the phrase: "snlut et fraterniti, et \li\je In R i p~~D l i q~~e ! "~~ The pragmatic concerns underlying such assurances were soon revealed. Perhaps the clearest statement of the legitimist ideology, at least of the elite, was made by Jean Solera, the surgeonlhealth officer, secretary to the mayor, and a member of the departmental Conseil d'hygiene. Commenting to the prefect on the local government election of 3 0 July 1848, Solera wrote:
The result of the poll was favorable to Order and to the Republican Government.
. . . This result, citizen Prefect. has in no way astonished us. We all know. as friends of Order and of the Republic. what greatness and energy there is in the principles we are called on to defend, the last rampart of the social order, because we make the most formal vow never to form a pact with insurrection or disorder.
The defeat of the radico-revolutionary minority has several causes which I have to enumerate. I place on the first rank, the excellent and good spirit of the majority of the inhabitants of our locality, which has always professed principles of Order and liberty (as far as I'm concerned, no liberty is possible without Order), in spite of the teachings of a very small revolutionary minority, but all good and right-thinking citizens must consider Order as the first necessity, the indispensable condition for every civilized nation." Several pieces of evidence suggest that about one-third of the adult males of Rodes identified themselves as republicans. When news of the February 1848 Revolution arrived in the village, about seventy gathered to elect Joseph Tixeire and Julien Dejoan pew as provisional mayor and secretary.20 At least seventy refused to sign either of the legitimist lists of 1849 and 1850." And though only twenty-one men, including nineteen Rodesiens, were arrested in the February 1850 raid, we have seen that there were at least forty and perhaps seventy associated with the society. In May 185 1, when many communes in the Roussillon were involved in an abortive comnplot against the government of Louis Napoleon, police claimed that four squads of fifteen to twenty men Like the legitimists, the republicans of Rodes drew their style and inspiration from the past and applied it to the present. There the similarity ends, for the essential elements of the two ideologies are in stark ~o n t r a s t . '~ One of the songs seized by the police was composed in the early months of the Second Republic, for the elections of 23 April 1848. The key political premises of the song were antiroyalism and its corollary, secular democracy:
Above all. no more Bourbons Tear up the white flags That make us grlmace.
. . . we are 1111 k~n g s .
But these repeated antiroyalist. republican sentiments were also based on an antipathy towards the rich which is not present in legitimist statements. Republicans identified themselves as "people of small means" in contrast with royalists "made prosperous by France" and who now "will have no more gold to bite on." To this was added anticlericalism -"let's vote secular" -which may have been fuelled by the local parish priest's involvement in royalist politics.'' Like their forefathers in the Great Revolution, the republicans of Rodes saw themselves as located in an international movement, a people's crusade which would strike terror into the hearts of the crowned heads of Europe:
We are citizens. C i t i~e n s of the countryside. Republican soldiers. As hard as a mountain. . . Ready to march with meaaured tread Towards e\ery frontier. . . Long live the tricolour. Which has made the tour of the ilorld Louis Philippe's crimes were to have been a king. a puppet of the rich, and a coward in foreign affairs.
Particularly striking in the republican ideology are the signs of a forwardlooking perspective and of the links drawn between local life and national politics. The presence of a copy of Joigneaux's paper, the leading organ of the Left's attempt to win rural communities to its cause, is evidence of this. So too is the survival of a slip of paper from the neighboring village of Bouleternere, inviting republicans to nominate representatives to go to a mass meeting in Perpignan to choose candidates for the elections of 13 May 1849.26 There is no animosity shown towards Paris or other urban centres -indeed, the 1848 electoral song displays a naive faith in the militancy of the Provisional Government chosen by Parisians.
Far from seeing the new regime as a Parisian conquest being bestowed on the provinces, the republicans of Rodes seemed almost to believe the opposite. In what is perhaps the most interesting document, a song in Catalan probably dating from 1846. intriguing links are drawn between national politics and the special status of the Roussillon. One of these links is the place accorded to the nearby town of Estagel, birthplace of Franqois Arago: 1 want to depict the l~f e
Of a woman in Paris
Who is from Estagel . . .
Marianne is her name. . . Her god-father. who baptised her. Gave her this name When she left for Paris." Such, in broad terms. were the conflicting sociopolitical ideologies present in Rodes at midcentury. The impact of the February 1848 Revolution was to unleash political life in the community. From a community where, for eighteen years, only about 35 percent of adult males had been eligible to vote in municipal elections, and only about twenty men ever bothered to. Rodes became characterised by political mobilization and division. We have seen that, on 25 February, about seventy men elected Tixeire and Dejoan as provisional executives. Two days later, 130 men gathered to form a national guard. This unprecedented involvement in local government continued into the summer, when 122 voted in elections for a new council and no fewer than 56 sought e l e~t i o n . '~ However. the years of the Second Republic did not greatly disturb control of political power, though republicans sustained a strong challenge to the existing order. A majority of the pre-1848 council continued to meet with the republican executive after February, and the council was completely in legitimist hands again after July. The continuity of local political elites is apparent: an analysis of regular council elections for the period 1838-55 shows that the sixty vacancies were filled by only thirty individuals. Dejoan. who had been elected throughout the July Monarchy, was the only councillor who was involved in the minority republican group.2q
Even allowing for the dangers implicit in interpreting the documents used thus far, and whatever our judgment on the ideological content of these documents, there were clearly two definable and essentially hostile sets of attitudes towards politics and society in Rodes. The mass of the population found them relevant and worth mobilizing to support, though no doubt there was considerable individual variation in levels of consciousness and interest. Illiteracy and poverty. which were both characteristic of the c o r n m~n i t y .~~' were not necessarily barriers to political thought and action. On the other hand. it would be equally misleading to suggest that a political conflict was occurring there in the same terms or over precisely the same issues as that in Paris .
Before turning to the related questions of how this politiciza!ion occurred and why the community divided. it is apposite to point out that. because of the material with which we are working, we are talking of adult males. There is no indication in any of our political sources -electoral returns, local government records. and reports of the police, gendarmerie. and judiciary -of the political role or preferences of the women of Rodes. It may be safe to assume that, in a society where patriarchy was enshrined in law and sanctified by custom and religion, there would have been an acceptance among women of their husband's political opinions. But it is still surprising not to find evidence of female participation in politics. In many other communities in this region, it was common for women to make their own political statements in collective demonstrations." This can be deduced even when the role of women was obscured by the assumptions of police and other public functionaries that political actions by males were far more important. So, in the case of Rodes, it should not be assumed that women were apolitical, even if the consequence of the laws, r-nale attitudes, female self-expectations. and the bias in our sources are such that we have political information only about males.
How is the apparent politicization of public life in Rodes to be explained? Was there a type of social and geographical trickling down process, whereby the propaganda of contending national elites was transmitted to rural communities by a hierarchy of bourgeois and artisan activists, from Paris through a network of provincial cities, towns, and ho~iry.sYXDid linguistic and cultural particularism obstruct this process'?
T o begin with, we need to question the assumptions that anybody hcgtrrz a politicization process or that, when Joigneaux's paper found its way to Rodes or anywhere else, it was read by political novices. There is a common assumption that peasants per se were conservative, devout, hostile to change, royalist, and that they began to think about politics only when urban activists radicalized them." The landmarks of the history of Rodes since 1789 follow; suffice it here to give one example of conflict suggesting that, long before 1848, Rodesiens were disagreeing about national politics. In 183 1 and 1832, Carnival celebrations had been so tumultuous because of hostilities between opponents and supporters of the new regime that contingents of troops had to be sent to the illa age.'^ Thus, we may talk of a change in the level and orientation of politicization -in the case of Rodes. a surge of participation in politics and the first strong challenge to local legitimists -but not of its beginnings
We need to understand how the people of Rodes became more involved in politics. and the sources of new ideas, by examining the process from the perspective of the rural community itself, by asking question about the points of contact between the people of this microworld and the macrosociety of which they were part. For any attempt to examine the political behaviour of Rodes in isolation is doomed to frustration.
The village was situated in a densely populated river valley with three sizable communities within a radius of four kilometres: Ille-sur-Tet (3.262 people in 1851). Vinc;a (2,131), and Bouleternere (925). It had long been involved in the political life of these communes, especially since 1789. and had for centuries been part of a complex, intense, and volatile popular culture which had in recent decades also been a vehicle for political display. In 1832-33, for example, groups from Ille and Bouleternere had been at loggerheads: this conflict, which local authorities regarded as at least partly political. finally errupted into apparently serious bloodshed in the summer of 1833 at the fite ptrtroritrle, or patron saint's feast day, of Rodes.'< There exist a number of concrete examples of the ways in which Rodesiens sought political information at the time of the Second Republic. A leading republican activist, or rouge, in neighbouring Bouleternere was Pierre 32 For examples of such an argument. see G. Dupeux. Aspects de I'histoire socialc erpoiitique du Lorr-et-Cher 1848 -1914 (Paris, 1962 Months later, the legitimist municipal council of Rodes was complaining that local republicans were still using Mestres as a go-between. In the end, their complaints were heard, and in June 1850 he was dismissed by directive from P a r i~. 'Though neighbouring Vinga was also dominated by legitimists, the tobacconist there was regarded as an active r.orlgr, and it was to his shop that Rodesiens had to go for their tobacco ~u p p l i e s .~' An analysis of the returns for the national elections of 1848 and 1849 underlines the argument developed above, that the people of Rodes were closely linked with a number of other communities characterised by political division, and that their politicization cannot be understood in isolation. Since the legislative elections of April 1848 and the presidential elections of December 1848 were by sections of cantons rather than by individual communes, they are of little value in revealing the particular voting patterns of Rodes. What the returns do show, however, is, first, that legitimism was far stronger in this area of the T i t valley than in most other areas of the department. Second, we can see that the canton was politically -as well as geographically -divided between the areas of influence of Vinga and Ille, separated by the Col de Temere on the eastern boundary of Rodes. The point of this. again, is that Rodes was politically interdependent with its neighbors, that changes in its politicization came at least as much from this political dialectic as from news filtering down from Paris.
Whereas, during the disarray of royalists in the early months of the Second Republic, the department as a whole in April 1848 gave 95 percent of votes cast to republicans and only 5 percent to legitimists, in the communes round Vinga (including Rodes), this near total domination was contested. Here, as everywhere else in the department, although virtually every male voted for Frangois Arago, whose success under the July Monarchy had been partially dependent on legitimist support, the other republican candidates received a comparatively low percentage of the votes. The rest went either to the four legitimists who stood for election (18.9 percent), or to Jean-Jacques Escanye, a native of Vinga and a (very) conservative republican (35.8 percent). In the section of Ille, on the other hand, votes for legitimists were negligible.'" Again, in the presidential elections in December, a clear division was apparent. Ledru-Rollin, the only unambivalent radical republican candidate, attracted as much as 67 percent of votes in the section of Ille and 60.7 percent in Bouleternere. On the other hand, in the six communes round Vinga, including Rodes, no fewer than 59 percent of the voters abstained, evidence of the confusion or hostility among legitimists at the fact that the national leadership of the Droir nationcil had asked them to vote for Louis Napoleon. The votes cast were split between him, Cavaignac, and Ledru-Rollin, the latter attracting only 13.7 p e r~e n t .~' So the development and maintenance of political awareness in Rodes was facilitated by the human geography and political climate of the region in which the valley was located. The political life there was further sustained by the comparative ease of communication provided by the important road axis along the valley of the Tkt. Much of the traffic which wound its way up and down this road was in specialized produce from the highlands and lowlands to be exchanged at market towns such as Vinga and Ille. At times there were also detachments of troops travelling between the garrison at Perpignan and the strategic fortified villages of Villefranche and Mont Louis further up the valley. Police reports in the years 1849-5 1 regularly complained of the political dangers represented by possible fraternization between these troops and republicans in the villages through which they were passing.' "'
There were a number of other characteristics of Rodes which served to facilitate a politicization and mobilization of its residents. These have to do with its size, settlement pattern, social structure, and economic base, all factors which the most convincing recent analyses of provincial France have indicated as important variables conditioning levels of political awareness in small c~m m u n i t i e s .~~ Maurice Agulhon has labelled the rural inhabitants of eastern Provence at the time of the Second Republic as citcldins en r4ductiorl rather than peasant^;^' certainly, though most Rodesiens were peasants in the strict sense, Agulhon's insistence on the micro-urban character of southern villages holds true for Rodes, a village with many similarities to those of the region Agulhon studied. The community was not only substantial -in the five censuses taken form 1836 to 1856 its population ranged from 683 to 752 -but this population was diversified and closely c~n c e n t r a t e d .~'
This experience of living in a substantial, concentrated community fostered public life and permitted a degree of social independence from local notables and the parish priest which was not likely, for example, in the small and dispersed communites of the Sologne or the Vendee.44 In a community of this size, too, a mixed social structure facilitated the development of alternative ideologies and sources of leadership. When we talk of the people or of Rodes, we are not referring to an undifferentiated peasant mass, as historians tend to when talking of rural communities; as we shall see in the next section, this rive one was a socially complex village with a diverse economic base. T o k'
example here, at any one time in the 1840s and 1850s. there were twenty-five or thirty families (about 15 percent of the total) drawing their livelihood from artisan work as stonemasons, grocers, carpenters, tailors, bootmakers, weavers, cabinetmakers, farriers, innkeepers, and so on. There was also a schoolteacher and his assistant, and a well-qualified surgeonlhealth-officer. The nature of the artisan element in Rodes suggests three points. First, the fact that these artisans were mostly full-time specialists, rather than peasants who were part-time craftsmen, draws out the micro-urban character of the settlement. Second, the high rate of turnover among them indicates a mobile group, which may have represented a regularly renewed source of information and ideas. Third, the nature of this group does not mean that these people played the unilinear role which has often been allotted to them: of the artisans resident in 1850, no more than six were involved in the republican society. Seven were overt legitimists, and even more do not seem to have been active on either side. In contrast with what we know about activists in many other similar communities, it emerges that the schoolteacher was a legitimist who collaborated with the priest, and that the c~ihor.c;rier-was at least antipathetic to the republicans.
Finally, it appears that a strong local popular culture and linguistic particularism were not obstacles to politicization. Indeed, in the case of Rodes, the opposite seems true. Here, as elsewhere in the Midi, the survival at midcentury of a rich tradition of communally based folklore provided a vehiFor population figures, see Batlle and Gual, "'Fogatges' Catalans." There was only one f a m~l y libing on an outlying nlii\. and there is no evidence that its members had involvement in politics. It should be stressed here that Rodes can be considered micro-urban only in the sense of h a~i n g a vanety of special~zed occupations and public places in a confined space: it was very much a small rural community, however, in the predominance of agricultural concerns and the face-to-face nature of personal interactions.
See Marcilhacy. "Les Caracteres": C. Tilly. The Ve '!~dL; e'(Cambridge. Mass.. 1964) .
cle for the integration of new idea5 about politics and society into the web of public life.4S The people of Rodes identified themselves as Catalans, and most likely used Catalan for expressing themselves in the routines of daily life: but, as we have seen, this did not prevent them from acquiring and adapting material about French national politics. It does seem, however, that it was easier to d o this when literacy in French gave them access to the written word. Thus, while the local Justice of the Peace considered only about one in ten males to be literate in French, eleven of the nineteen Rodesiens on trial in 1850 claimed to be so.46 So, while illiteracy and lack of knowledge of French did not obstruct politicization, literacy was certainly an advantage. The rank and file legitimists had a view of the world which may have been of a long-established patron-client kind. supplemented by collective memories of the Great Revolution and by more recent information -for example, about the declared commitment of the Dl-oit ~zntioncrlto universal suffrage -received through their elite. On the other hand, the disproportionate number of republicans who were literate suggests that they were able to acquire information and ideas via the written word, that is. that they were developing an ideology in its "modern" sense.47
The analysis above suggests that the most fruitful approach to understanding how politicization developed and changed in rural communities lies in a careful analysis of communal structures rather than in identifying outside social elements engaged in activism. Important as national and provincial activists were. they could d o no Inore than present options; in any event, there are no records of outside activists visiting Rodes to win adherents. On the contrary, the inhabitants had developed their levels of political consciousness from their prior experiences and from the links which they themselves had forged with the outside world. It can be argued that, for rural communities in general, the geographical location of a commune, its access to the outside world, its size, mode of settlement, and social structure are those features which, depending on their nature. provided a more or less favorable terrain for the conflicting ideologies of midcentury.
Such an analysis does not, of course, explain why a community such as Rodes divided over these ideological options, and it is to this questionrelating to the basis of rural political divisions -that we should now turn.
Are we observing in Rodes a resurfacing of the conflicts of the Great Revolution, with the contending groups representing family factions using the new slogans of 1848 to reactivate longstanding feuds? Given that Rodes was politically out of step with most of the department because the village was controlled by royalists until the 1870s, was there a local identity who dominated political life thereY8 Or, to take up a common explanation, was the emerging republican movement the work of the economically backward elements most threatened by the developing market agriculture?'
There is certainly a good deal of evidence underlining the importance of experiences under the Great Revolution as a determinant of political divisions emerging under the Second Republic. We have already remarked on the way the language of conflict in 1850 was informed by the concerns of earlier struggles. The years after 1789 profoundly affected Rodes. During the Revolution, Ille and Vinga, the two small towns bordering Rodes, had competed for administrative preeminence. Rodes had been in the canton of Ille before this canton was made part of a larger unit, with Vinga as its administrative center. The conflict over which of the two towns had best claim to the status and preferments accorded to the cantonal center remained heated throughout the nineteenth century. Under the Revolution, both towns provided a disproportionate number of departmental officeholders and politicians, each sending a deputy to the 1792 Convention (Ille sent a regicide. V i n~a a deputy who absented himself when critical decisions had to be taken). Twenty priests from the two towns fled to Spain in 1792.50 In late 1793, Rodes was in Spanish hands. Units of the Spanish army, which had crossed the border into the Roussillon in April, took Ille in July as they attempted to encircle Perpignan, then turned their attention to occupying the TCt valley. They occupied Rodes and the chkeau for at least six months. following a major resistance from local troops and civilians at the Col de Ternere." While the municipal council records from the period of the Empire tell us little of prevailing political loyalties, those from the Restoration leave us in no doubt.52 On 15 May 1814. the council expressed its delight that "tyranny" had been overthrown and the Bourbons restored, and "the meeting was opened by repeated cries of Long Live Louis XVIII!" The great festivals of the Restoration. such as that of I May 1821, were celebrated with music and processions through streets lined with decorated houses.
A decade later, in the early years of the July Monarchy, Rodes experienced political strife of a kind which anticipated that which would erupt under the Second Republic and which was typical of Mediterranean France. Much of the discord was concerned with struggles for local political power. In October 1830, the mayor and deputy from the Restoration were dismissed in favor of Bonaventure Roger and Joseph Tixeire (the sons of both of whom were among those to be arrested in the raid of February 1850). By March of the following year, both had been dismissed from the c o~n c i l .~
The restored legitimist elite immediately exhibited its bent for subordinating political conviction to expediency: by April. the council. under Comet and Glory. was meeting in extraordinary session to vote funds for a tricolor and a bust of Louis Philippe.
Beneath this change of personnel. soberly recorded in the minutes of the council, lay a conflict with much of the flavor of those which were to follow under the Second R e p u b l i~.~~ 1831, Comet, friend of Late in March "a freedom. but above all of Order." had sent an urgent letter to the prefect. On the first day of Camival there had been a number of serious incidents and he had had to send to nearby Prades for military assistance. The commander of the responding batallion later claimed that the only source of trouble in Rodes was the deputy-mayor, Tixeire. one of the poorest men in the village. As for "la ptrrrie suine" of the population, the report continued. their awareness of the need for law and order clearly outweighed their personal preferences for the Bourbons.
Apparently the trouble during Carnival had been initiated by a group of young men who had paraded a white flag and chanted songs containing crude anti-Orleanist jibes. Later on, others charged with the task of distributing blessed bread had decorated their basket with a "l?lironjle~rrrleli.se. " Shortly before the Carnival period the following year. further fuel was added to the fire by a group of royalists who cut down the liberty tree planted in 1830. Comet presented the sub-prefect with the tricolor which had surmounted it. Not surprisingly, the Carnival festivals were again stormy affairs, and outside forces were again sent in.
It is clear that the importance of experiences under the Great Revolution and in the early 1830s cannot be doubted in an explanation of the political j2 A.C. deliberations.
5'
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j4 A.D. 3M.62. division in Rodes at midcentury. But there are strict limitations to their determinative value. Not only was there a surge of popular participation in politics under the Second Republic which went well beyond the activity of 1830-31. but there was also a much more serious and sustained opposition to the continuing power of the legitimist elite. Moreover, the ideology of this opposition had been refined. In 1830, Roger and Tixeire had clearly identified themselves with the liberal constitutional monarchy of the early period of the July Monarchy. By 1848, however, following a pattern which is by no means uncommon, disillusionment with Louis Philippe had pushed these antiBourbons into a clearly defined republicanism. The somewhat na'ive republicanism of the early months of 1848 seems, in its turn, to have been developed into a commitment to cletnocrute-soc,iuliste success.5i
The years of the Second Republic are also different from the earlier period in the prevailing modes of political behavior: there is by then an important sense in which political life had been "modernized." Whereas in the 1830s supporters and opponents of the new regime had clashed most often during the ancient rituals of collective life, especially at the festivals of Carnival and the f i r e p u t r o i~u l~, by midcentury this behavior coexisted with and was eclipsed by more modem associational and electoral activity. By the 1870s, to extend this point. political life would have for its vehicles almost exclusively clubs, electoral campaigns, and the written word.
Are we then observing in Rodes a community divided along family lines? For this, too. the evidence seems particularly strong. For example, an analysis of the composition of the municipal council in the period 183 1-60 shows that half the places were filled by the Bollo, Catala, Glory. and Imbert families. Further substantiation is provided by the 1849 and 1850 legitimist subscription lists. What is striking is that only 15 families account for no fewer than 95 of the 126 names: Glory (16), Picamal (12), Pla (8), Bollo (8), Batlle (8).
Bassede ( 7 ) . Bo (S),Mestres ( 5 ) , Cazeilles (5), Garrigue (4). Imbert (4).
Pages (4). Molins (3). Aytones (3), Sire (3). On the other hand there were substantial family groupings in which, supporting other evidence we have of their republicanism, no member was a declared royalist: Baudet, Buscat, Calvet. Dejoan, Deixonne, Gasch, Prohom, Roger, Saleta, Surjus. Tixeire. These were the families from which came the bulk of those arrested in February 1850 and the others involved with the society.
From the point of view of the family background of Rodesiens, the society represented a gathering-place for the older sons of those who had been involved in struggles for control of local government in the decades since 1830.
" Note the comments on the innovatory nature of midcentury developments by P. Vigier, "Un quart de siecle de recherches historiques sur la Province. 411nalet liistoriyuet clc, 1c1 R11.oIllt1o11 The average age of the nineteen men arrested was twenty-six and a half years, and only one of them was a chef'cle mkntrge. Of the forty known to have been members, only three were heads of households.
The coincidence of family and political ties within and between the Tixeire, Dejoan. and Roger families is apparent from Table 1 .' "here is evidence that five families (Catala, Bollo, Gelade, Pla, and Garrigue) were politically divided: however. these were not in any case father-son divisions but rather divisions between branches of a family. For example. although members of the Catala and Bollo families intermarried with the Tixeires and Dejoans, these were not so much marriages across political lines as marriages with small family units within the Catala and Bollo families whose republican allegiance was at odds with the dominant opinions of the family grouping as a whole.
Such evidence of family solidarity correlates well with the recent research of Anges Fine-Souriac in the pays de Sault, thirty kilometres northeast of Rodes." Her insistence on the extended family as the core of the community, even if at any one time a majority of households were simple or nuclear, parallels what we have seen of the family structure of Rodks."
However, even if it seems clear that the legitimist/rep~iblican split in this community was along family lines, this does not explain the relative strength of the two groups. nor why particular families opted for one side or the other. How useful is Maurice Agulhon's suggestion that, in a community such as Rodes, where the political choice was out of step with that of the department as a whole, the social influence of an important individual may be the crucial factor'? Was there such an individual in this community?
Joseph Comet de Candy was by far the largest proprietor of Rodes, owning about seven times as much land and deriving from it eight times as much taxable revenue as the next wealthiest citizen. In all, he owned no fewer than 293 separate land titles by 1835. some 296 hectares, on which the tax assessment totalled 2.782 francs."'These holdings were being added to regularly, and by the time of the Second Republic, this one proprietor controlled about 25 percent of the land and 20 percent of the taxable wealth of the community. Cornet's economic power stemmed primarily from his disproportionate con- 'X In Rodes the number of 1n4,lcrger rimpio declined from 59.64 percent in 1841 to 48.01 percent in 1856; moreover. when families are exam~ned separately. it is apparent that the eutended family and multiple households were the norm to wh~ch families tended to revert.
>" Analysis of landholding is based on the codirctre and its register; the latter was uncovered. in near complete decay. in a loft in an abandoned house in Rodes. Fortunately. most pages were decipherahle.
trol -he owned perhaps 30 percent -of the irrigable land or nl I-rgcctiu between the Rolrte niiriorrrlle and the river. While representing less than 5 percent of the total area of the commune, this land, made highly productive by the ancient canal which bisected it and by the southern sun, was one of the two major sources of agricultural production in the community Cornet was of local stock, in many ways almost a caricature of the successful bourgeois landholder. He was born in the family residence in April of 1806. a residence bearing all the hallmarks of the rising bourgeois. Thus. although situated on flat land on one of the public squares, it is walled and has a tower bearing the plaque:
Cornet had this residence built in 16611. At the time of his parents' mamage, two years before Joseph's birth, Joseph Cornet-Lacreu was sixty-five and Marguerite Candy thirteen years four months.60 Marguerite was the descendant of one Bernard Kennedy -"Catalanized" into Candy -who had fled from Ireland under James I1 and was naturalized by Louis XIV.61 In 1755, her great-grandfather had been granted the seigtlelrri~of le Boulou, a strategic village between Perpignan and the border, in return for his services as commandant at Bellegarde, the frontier fortress. The Candys resided there until the Spanish generals Ricardos and Comte de ['Union, after crossing the border in 1793, accepted Marguerite's grandfather's offer of the use of his residence as a headquarters. For this, he was executed on 13 floreal 11. Marguerite's father had already emigrated to fight with the Spanish army, and he was granted a pension by the Spanish king until his return to France in 1808. He then settled at Rodes with his daughter, recently widowed, and her young son J~s e p h .~' Marguerite was also related by marriage to other powerful legitimist families in the region. notably to Jaubert de Passa (the conseiller general for the canton of V i n~a and president of the Conseil General under the Second Republic). and to Chef de Bien de Cagarriga, whose daughter married Justin Durand. the wealthiest man in the department, and was to become Morny 's Madame Durand.
In the years 1789-1871, successive members of the Comet and Candy families dominated the economic life of Rodes and were virtually permanent fixtures on the municipal council. The mayoral office was more often than not filled by Joseph Cornet-Lacreu in the years before his death in 1806; then by Marguerite's emigre father. Come de Candy, during the Restoration; and then by Joseph Cornet de Candy under the July Monarchy. From the latter's involvement in politics come two pieces of evidence which bring his power into perspective and permit our analysis of the basis of the division in Rodes to go much further. Not only were there a number of other legitimist families who dominated politics, but occasionally Comet's place on the council was contested. When the new council met to choose its officeholders in August of 1848. Cornet, Glory, and Solera were locked in a contest for mayor which was only resolved -in Glory's favor -after several ballots. Domenech. also the son of an emigre but by no means a wealthy man, then defeated Comet and Solera for the position of deputy.(" We need, therefore, to beware of assuming that the presence in a community of an individual with a markedly superior socioeconomic position means that this individual was also politically unchallenged.
More significant, a few days before that council meeting, the four scrutineers for the municipal elections had joined with seven republicans in a protest to the prefect, stating that they could provide the names of wealthy legitimists who had effectively secured their election by threatening to refuse work to day-laborers or to dismiss shepherds under yearly contract if these workers voted for other candidates.
Called on to deliberate on this, the officers declare that similar facts had already come to their knowledge and that it is indisputable that these threats, made by individuals known for their antipathy towards the Republic, produced a decisive effect on the result of the elections. which ended by establishing a hostile municipal c o~n c i l .~ It is important to note that, while three of the scrutineers were republicans, the fourth was Martin Catala, a legitimist who was in fact elected that day.
If we use this fragment of evidence as a point of entry into the economic substructure of this commune and the social relations predicated on it, the character of its political life is much clearer. Who controlled the sources of wealth in Rodes, and what has this question to do with political divisions'?
Rodes emerges from this analysis as a community whose land and wealth were dominated by a small group of proprietors. The six largest landowners owned 40.12 percent of the land; the fourteen wealthiest controlled 45.01 percent of taxable wealth. At the other end of the scale, 33.1 percent of the landholders controlled only 3.89 percent of the land: 45.57 percent controlled 7.41 percent of taxable ~e a l t h .~T h a t a high proportion of the inhabitants h' A.D. 2M'59, h4 lhiu. It is significant that the complaint wa\ tgnored. Thi5 file also contains e~t d e n c e of a s~m~l a r compla~nt in 1843. h' This analyri\ I S based on the (rrci~i\tr.cand reglrter described in note 59. The analysis I S of the land actually owned b j Rodesiens (63.86 percent of the terrltory of the commune). The marg~nal land on the borders of the commune was mostly owned by proprietors from netghboring communes owned very little property (and there were a few not even listed who owned nothing) is demonstrated also by the impact of the electoral law of 3 1 May 1850. which aimed to disfranchise the economically dependent, who were assumed to be those most prone to support the Left. Nationwide, about 3 0 percent of the adult males were struck from the rolls; in the PyreneesOrientales, the figure was 34.2 percent, but in Rodes, it was 47.7%.66The poorer elements of this group should be seen as agricultural laborers rather than as peasants, since their means of livelihood came very largely from working on large holdings. About half the land and wealth of Rodes was in the hands of small peasants, whose economic power was commensurate with their numbers. The 91 landowners (40 percent of the total) who each owned 2-10 hectares (in all some 4 0 percent of the commune) would generally be in this group. These people shared the characteristics pinpointed by Teodor Shanin and others as distinctively peasant: the family farm as the basic unit of agricultural organization; land exploitation as the major means of livelihood: partial involvement in the market economy: a specific traditional culture; and subordination in political. educational, and economic terms to powerful o u t~i d e r s .~' With the large prohh A.D. 2M360. Price, Second Fretlch Rei, rth/i<., , has sugge\ted that peasants were those with 0-I0 hectares (all except the top 6 proprietors in Rode\), and that those with lesr than I hectare (about 2.5 acres) would need outside work (122 of the 226 landholder5 in Rode\ were in this category). This conclusion supports some fundamental, but often disregarded, ideas about relationships within rural communities. The presence of economic misery is no guarantee that there will be class-based hostility between the poor and those who exploit them. Indeed, in Rodes, paternalistic or patron-client relations seem to have bonded together the large proprietors and the laborers and poorer peasants. No doubt such an alliance was underpinned by direct and even harsh economic and social control exercised by the elite, as the republican peasants had complained. But it was also sustained by religion and legitimist ideology, which were based on highly relevant concepts of hierarchy, reciprocity, and tradition.
Once the analysis goes further into the relationship between the families of Rodes and the productive resources of the commune, this class division becomes clearer and more explicable.'' It was demonstrated earlier that Joseph Comet controlled a very large proportion of one of the two key sectors of agricultural life, the irrigable land which produced six and even eight crops annually. The twenty-six legitimists, including Comet, who dominated the municipal council from 1835 to 1855, owned well over half of this land. The second key element of the agricultural life of Rodes was winegrowing, often on plots where vines were interspersed with olive trees. By the 1830s, about 4 0 percent of the territory of the commune was devoted to wine production, mostly on the low hills surrounding the fertile alluvial basin. The place of wine production in the lives of those peasants who were republicans is particularly striking. Those peasants for whom winegrowing was virtually the only source of income were almost all involved in the republican movement. On the other hand, royalist proprietors and small landowners tended to have mixed agricultural interests of which winegrowing was only one or, indeed, to have few vines at all. For example, Comet's holdings were almost exclusively in irrigable land, woodlands. and pasture; the same could be said for other members of the elite, such as F r a n~o i s Glory. Joseph Imbert, F r a n~o i s Molins, and Joseph P~e l l . '~ This conclusion is apparent from Table 3 , a comparison of the landholdings and taxable wealth of three legitimists (Michel Aytones. Jean Bassede and Isidore Bollo) and three republicans (Jean Gasch, Sebastien Bassede and Pierre Calvet).
It was noted earlier that there was a group of families whose members all refused to sign either of the royalist petitions of 1849-50 and that were to some extent involved in the republican secret society. All of those from these eleven families who drew their livelihood from agriculture were heavily committed to wine production, sometimes totally. The examples of Calvet, Note here the stress placed by A. Cobban. The Socitrl 1nr~rpr.crarion (?/ rhe French Rui,oIfrtion (Carnbr~dge.1964) .p. 89. on the need to go beyond figures for land ownership to an analysis of the type and wealth of land owned.
-'Analy\is ba\ed on Rodes ~.cicit~.\rrãnd register: \ee note 5 9 , a b o~e .
1
Sebastien Bassede, and Gasch in Table 3 are by no means exceptions. Well over half the land owned by Joseph and Maurice Tixeire was planted with vines, and the same was true of the Deixonne and Dejoan lands.
It is thus particularly convenient for this argument, though not really surprising, that the single copy of lcr Fe~rille du pelrple preserved by these peasants, only to be seized by the police, was primarily devoted to the issue of the drink tax. The itnp6t slrr-les hoi.ssotls rankled with many nineteenthcentury peasants as surely as had the gahelle, or salt tax, before 1789. It required inhabitants of towns to pay for indirect taxes levied on wine at entrances to the urban areas, and consequently it restricted wine consumption and sales. The lead article in the Feuille attacked the tax, and the paper reproduced the stormy debate in the Lrgislative Assembly which followed Louis Napoleon's decision to reintroduce the tax in repudiation of the decision to abolish it taken in May 1849 by the National Assembly. The paper also carried an article from le Motltagt~urd du Midi (Montpellier) which must have echoed through the ranks of the winegrowers of Rodes:
Long live the democratic etc. Republic. DOWN WITH THE DRINK TAX! This is the cry of the socialist Montagnards ot the .Midi, piven that the reaction is restoring the throne of its kings and re-establishing the eternally loathed tax of the droirs reirnitc.
Whereas in 1775 the ratio of vineyards to ten-e.r lahourahles had been approximately 53:47, by the 1830s this had changed to the order of 68:32.73 In 1775, fourteen other communes in the Roussillon had more land under vines; by 1841, however, even allowing for the winegrowing communes of the Fenouilledes not surveyed in 1775, only five communes had more than rode^.'^ This increasing dependence of the peasants of Rodes on wine production is of vital importance in explaining the surge in political participation and the long-term drift of the commune towards the Left. Politicization was aided by a consciousness of politics which stemmed from involvement in a national, even international, market economy. It is the socially complex nature of Rodes, based on a mixed economy which depended on and was vulnerable to the outside world, which has to be the core of an explanation of the political divisions there and which also helps to explain why politics were important at all. The mki.ente, or market stagnation, of 1848-51, interdependent with the midcentury political crisis, was one example of this economic vulnerability.
'' Guibeaud, "Enquete economique. "
The story of Rodes suggests that it is too simplistic to see French rural politics either as local factional struggles to which the substance, if not the labels, of national politics was irrelevant or as faithful small-scale reflections of national debates.
The timing of popular mobilization in Rodes, after 1830 and especially after 1848, the nature of republican and legitimist ideology, and the turnout for national elections all show that national politics were meaningful to the people in the community. On the other hand, the specific goals motivating much of this activity were also local in that political choice was clearly a result of local struggles over power and wealth. There is no inherent contradiction here. Conflict within Rodes must be explained by the social relations within that community: these divisions both explain the national orientation of local groups and were in turn informed by national politics in a dialectical way. An explanation of conflict thus had to go beyond family factional divisions to locate groupings of the various family factions within the power and wealth structures.
Similarly, we have seen that the process of politicization was not just a matter of new ideas filtering down from Paris through a network of urban activists and that collective memories conditioned responses to new situations. The process of the transmission of information and ideas was a complex one. No urban activists visited Rodes, but there were a number of local identities -the republican postman Mestres and the tobacconist at V i n~a , the legitimist priest and Cornet himself -who were actively disseminating news and ideas. And where did that copy of Joigneaux's la Feuille du pelrple come from? Most important of all, however, the structural nature of the community -the "ecology" of politicization -created a situation receptive to national ideologies. The songs composed by Rodesiens, the petitions they organized, the associations they formed all testify to the way in which they were making their own connections with the politics of the wider world.
The raid at Joseph Tixeire's in February of 1850 did not totally smother political activity in Rodes, though such evidence as we have of republican activity between that time and Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat in December 1851 reflects the extremely secretive operations of the Left in the Roussillon in these years." Though Rodesiens were not among the Catalans who mobilized in protest at the coup, Tixeire was arrested and deported to Algeria. He could not resist a final statement of his political creed as he lay on his death bed there in 1852. Though in fact born in July of 1790. he back-dated the day of his birth to 14 July 1789.X0 
